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NRC STAFF TRI Al. BRIEF

INTRODUCTION

This trial brief addresses the violations in the above captioned matter v'hich, pursuant to

the Board's Order of October 29,1991, have been set for hearing commencing F.:brua:y 11,

1992. The purpose of the NRC Staff's direct testimony is to establish the primefac;c ca'.e that

Alabama Power Company (APCo) was in violation of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49 and that the violations,

using the guidance in the NRC hiodified Enforcement Policy (Generic Letter 88-07), sustain the _

NRC Staff's imposition of a civil monetary penalty against APCo in the amount of

$450,000.00.3 This trial brief is divided into two trajor sections. The first section sets forth

the NRC Staff's overall view of the case and, in particular, the issues of (a) safety significance

and (b) the Commission policy followed by the NRC Staff in arriving at the civil penalty

'As discussed in n.8 infra, the Commission has approved several modifications to the NRC
Enforcement Policy regarding violatiorc related to 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49 (Environmental
Qualification of Electrical Equipment). The hiodified Enforcement Policy applicable to the
Farley enforcement action was proposed to the Commission in SECY-87-255. The Commission
approved the NRC Staff proposal with additional Conimission modifications in a January 12,
1988 Staff Requirements hiemorandum.
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imposed against APCa. This section includes a summary of the NRC Staff witnesses' testimony

regarding safety significance and enforcement. The second section addresses the violations of

10 C.F.R. 6 50.49 that the NRC Staff contends occurred at Farley and which are at issue in this

proceeding. This section includes a description, in summary form, of the NRC Staff witnesses'

testimony regarding each violation.

Rebuttal to APCo's direct testimony submitted on January 16,1992, will be filed within

twenty-one days of the conclusion of the initial portion of the evidentiary hearing in which the

parties will }, resent direct testimony pursuant to the Board's January 22,1992 Memorandum and

Order. The NRC Staff's rebuttal to the APCo defenses set out in APCo's pre-filed direct

testimony, including (a) that APCo relied on various communications from the NRC $taff as

assurance that the equipment at Farley met EQ requirements, (b) that EQ issues were evolving

and APCo was subjected to a different inspection standard in 1987 than was used in 1985, and

(c) the technical arguments APCo raises as to .vhy the equipment was gaalified or quah6able,

will be addressed in the NRC Staff's rebuttal testimony.

DJSf15SION

1. THE NRC STAFF'S OVERALL VIEW OF THE CASE AND THE ISSUE OF SAFETY
EIGNIFICANCE CONCERNING VIOLATIONS OF 10 CLR. 50.49

A. Equipment Ouali6 cation Rule Requirements

Licensees are requited pursuant to 10 C.F.R. E 50.49 to establish a program to

environmentally qualify e!ectric equipment important to safety, that is, (1) safety related

|
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electrical equipment, (2) nonsafety-related electrical equipment whose failure under postulated

environmental conditions could prevent satisfactory accomplishment of certain enumerated safety

functions, and (3) certain post-accident monitoring equipment. 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49(a) and (b).

The rule requires testing of, or experience with, equipment identical or similar to that installed;-

to show that installed equipment meets its performance specifications under environmental

conditions existing during and following design basis accidents, with analysis to demonstrate

similarity if the equipment tested was not identical to that installed or the test conditions were

not at least as harsh as the postulated accident environment.10 C.F.R. 5 50.49(d), (e), (f), (k),,

and (1). The rule further requires licensees to document the required testing and analysis by

November 30,1985, and maintain records of that documentation 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49(g) and (j).

The rule contains no exception allowing a licerse to dispense with documentation and avoid or

mitigate a violation of the rule by performing analysis after the deadline concerning operability

or the consequences of the failure of the equipment.2 In short, if a piece of equipment falls

within- the grasp of the rule, that equipment must be qualified to cenain performance

specifications and rccords kept of the qualification without regard to whether the equipment is

|
|

210 C.F.R. 6 50.49(i) provided for applicants for operating licenses granted after
February 22,1983, but before the EQ compliance deadline of November 30,1985, to perform
analysis to ensure that their plants could operate safely pending completion of the environmental

i

| qualification of equipment required by the rule. Tl't analysis could include operability and
safety significance considerations. Also, Justifications for Continued Operation (JCOs)

_

performed on equipment pending qualification at operating plants prior to the EQ compliance'

deadline properly considered operability and safety significance of postulated equipment failure.
These exceptions are not apposite to the Farley violations.

.
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-in fact operable without the testing or records, or whether actual failure of the equipment, as

installed, would create a significant safety problem.'

B. Scone of Proceeding

The scope of an action initiated by the Commission may be limited and defined by the

Commission and the issues in enforcement proceedings may be limited to whether the facts as

stated in an order are true and whether the remedy selected is supported by those facts.' The

Order Imposing a Civil Penalty dated August 21, 1990, which is the basis for the instant

proceeding, clearly limits the scope of the proceeding to whether the violations alleged by the

NRC Staff occurred, and whether the civil penalty imposed by the NRC Staff should be

sustained on the basis of those violations. Section V of the Order states,

In the event the licensee requests a hearing as provided above, the issues to be

considered at such hearing shall be:

(a)' whether the licensee was in violation of the Commission's requirements

as set forth in the Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil

'The NRC has made this assumption for enforcement purposes in order to reduce the
resources anticipated to be spent by licensees and the NRC to evaluate in detail whether system
operability _was in question. Generic Letter 88 07, Enclosure at 3.

dCf Boston Edison Co. (Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station), CLI-82-16,16 NRC 44,45 (1982),
af'd, Bellotti v. NRC,'725 F.2d 1380 (D.C. Cir.1983) (The Commission, citing an earlier
Order suspending construction, Public Service Co. ofIndiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating
Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-80-10,11 NRC 438, at 441-42 (1980), held that, "[t]he
Commission may limit the issues in enforcement proceedings to whether the facts as stated in
the Order are true and whether the remedy selected is supponed by those facts."). Regarding
the authority to define the scope of the proceeding, that is , its agenda and substance, the Court
in Bellotti stated, "We have no doubt that, as a general matter, such authority must reside in the
Commission." 725 F.2d at 1381.

. _ - -
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Penalty [ dated August 15,1988], and

(b) whether, on the basis of such violations, this Order should be sustained.

Order at 3-4.5 After considering the information provided to the NRC Staff during discovery

in this proceeding, the NRC Staff has decided not to pursue items I.C.),a (mixed grease in the

Limitorque gear compartment), I.C. I .e (aluminum limit switch housing), and I.C.2 (Target Rock

head vent solenoid valves), set forth in the Notice of Violation to Alabama Power Company

dated August 15, 1988, as part of the basis for the Order Imposing a Civil Penalty dated

August 21,1990. The NRC Staff, by this action, is indicating that it will rely on the remaining

'

items to fully support the Order imposing a Civil Penalty dated August 21, 1990 in this

proceeding.'

Presiding officers in enforcement hearings reviewing NRC Staff enforcement actions -

apply the policy and procedure guidance of the Commission See Hurley Medical Center (One

Hurley Plaza, Flir.t Michigan), AIJ 87 2,25 NRC 219,224 (1987). See also AdvancedMedical

Systems, Inc. (One Factory Row, Geneva, Ohio 44041), LDP-91-9,33 NRC 212,226 (1991)

(Licensing Board in civil penalty proceeding looked to language of Commission Enforcement

sin its Memorandum and Order of January 3,1991, the Board reiterated this limited scope
in stating, "The issues to be decided ia the hea-ing are whether APCo was in violation of the
Commission's requirements as set forth in a Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of
Civil Penalty of August 15,1988, and whether the Order should be sustained." Memorandum

- and Order at 2.

*The NRC Staff provided this information to the Board and APCo in its December 20,1991
" Notice Of The NRC Staff's Intention Not To I*ursue Certain Items From The Notice Of

- Violation In The Above Captioned Proceeding." The NRC Staff will present an argument in
i_ts Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law after the evidentiary portion of the
hearing to support its position that the remaining violations are sufficient to sustain imposition
of the $450,000 civil penalty.

_ _ _ __ _ . ___ ._ .
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Policy statement to find foundation for decision of agency of6cial to levy a violation).

Generally, the Commission's presiding officers and the Commission, by the terms of the NRC

Enforcement Policy, apply that policy in reviewing enforcement actions. 10 C.F.R. Pan '.,

Appendix C, Preamble.

C. Modined Enforcement Policy

For enforcement actions involving violations of 10 C.F.R. ( 50.49, the Commission

approved a Modified Enforcement Policy. That modified policy, promulgated with Commission

consent in Generic Letter 88-07, sets forth the Commission's Modified Enforcement Policy for

certain violations of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49.7 Significantly, the Modi 6ed Enforcement Policy does

not allow consideratio- / refinements on the operability of systems with unquali6ed equipment

or the postulated _ Jure of each unqualified item of electrical equipment important to safety.'

'A Commission policy statement "must be respected by the licensing boards and [the Appeal
Board) unless and until rescinded by the Commission or overturned oy the Courts. Nonhern
States Power Co. (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-455,7 NRC
41, 51 (1978), remanded on other grounds sub nom. Afinnesota v. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, 602 F.2d 412 (D.C. Cir.1979), cited in, Alississippi Power & Light Company
(Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-704,16 NRC 1725,1732 n.9 (1982).

' Generic Letter 88-07 states the Commission's Modified Enforcement Policy for those
licensees who were not in compliance with !O C.F.R. 6 50.49 as of the November 30,1985
environmental qualification deadline. Generic Letter 88-07 followed two previous modifications
to the NRC Enforcement Policy for violations of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49. Generic Letters 85-15 and
86-15, sent to NRC licensees on August 6,1985 and September 22,1986, respectively, set forth
NRC enforcement criteria, which also were approved by the Commission, concerning the
handling of er.vironmental quali6 cation violations. Prior to Generic Letter 88-07, the criteria
provided for the assessment of daily civil penalties of $5,000 per item of unqualified equipment
for each day the plant operated and the item was unqualified after November 30,1985, up to
a maximum of $500,000 per item, provided that the licensee, as of that date, clearly knew or
clearly should have known that it had equipment for which qualification had not been

(continued. .)

|
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The Modified Enforcement Policy states that:

The significance of the EQ violations is considered when the NRC evaluates the
number of systems affected by the EQ violations and determines the EQ violation
category. The NRC will assume, for escalated enforcement cases, that the
unqualined equipment could affect operability of the associated system. The
NRC will not consider refinements on the operability arguments such as the actual
time the equipment is required to be operable, administrative measures or controls
available to ensure the safety function is accomplished, the degree to which the
operability of a system is affected, or, that through additional analyses or testing,
the equipment may be demonstrated to be qualified or qualifiable. This
assumption is made for enforcement purposes in order to reduce the resources
anticipated to be spent by licensees and the NRC to evaluate in detail whether
system operability was in question.

Generic 12tter 88-07, Enclosure at 3 (Emphasis in original).

In the instant case, the Board need only determine (1) whether APCo did not have

documentation to qualify its equipment as stated in the violations in the NOV and (2) whether

those violations warrant'the civil penalty assessed by the NRC Staff pursuant to the Modified

Enforcement Policy.
.

D. NRC Staff Testimony Regarding Safety Signincance And Enforcement Action For The
Violations At issue In This Proceeding

NRC Staff testimonv: The NRC Staff presents a panel of witnesses, consisting of James G,

Luehman, Uldis Potapovs, and Harold Walker regarding the safety significance of the violations

and the NRC Staff's assessment of an appropriate civil penalty using the guidance in the

L Commission's Modified Enforcement Policy. The panel's pre-filed written testimony and a

'(... continued)
established. Generic Letter 85-15, among other things, defined, for the purposes of
enforcement, unqualified equipment as " equipment for which there is not adequate

! documentation to establish that this equipment will perform its intended functions in the relevant
i environment."

!
!

|
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statement of their educational and professional qualifications were served on the Board and

APCo on December 20,1991. Mr. Luchman is the NRC Staff's lead witness. The panel

describes the development of the Modified Enforcement Policy (Generic letter 88-07) and how
.

the NRC chose to make a conservative judgment as to the overall safety significance of EQ

violations based on the number of safety systems affected, rather than evaluating the individual

safety significance of each violation by considering the postulated failure of each unqualified

item of electrical equipment important to safety. In particular, Mr. Luchman testifies concerning

the Commission's direction to the NRC Staffin the Modified Enforcement Policy not to consider

refinements on the operability arguments such as the actual time the equipment is required to be

operable, administrative measures or controls available to ensure the safety function is

accomplished, the degree to which the operability of a system is affected,' or, that through

additional analyses or testing, the equipment may be demonstrated to be qualified or qualifiable.

This assumption is made for enforcement purposes in order to reduce the resources anticipated

to be spent by licensees and the NRC to evaluate in detail whether system operability was in

question.

The panel testifies that safety significance is inherent with respect to each item required

to be environmentally qualified pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49. To ensure that licensees have

a technically sound basis for making assessments of plant safety, the regulation requires a

licensee to have reasonable assurance whether electrical equipment important to safety would

function as intended during and following a design basis event before cperating its nuclear

reactor after November 30,1985. A licensee's lack of knowledge concerning that equipment

results in the licensee's inability to assure that such equipment would function in the event of

.
_ - -
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an accident, which is safety significant. A licensee's performance of new analysis or collection

of new data that yield fortuitously positive results does not affect a licensee's prior lack of

reasonable assurance. Neither the licensee nor the Staff could have known in advance whether

the new analysis or data would indicate that such equipment would function when called upon

to do so during an accident resulting in a harsh environment.

The panel further testifies that, as explained in the Modified Enforcement Policy, the

NRC aggregates individual violations of 10 C.F.R. ( 50.49 to determine the extensiveness of

the qualification problem represented by those individual violations in order to assess a civil

penalty. The Commission developed Categories A, B, and C based on the extensiveness of the

violations, which reflect the overall pervasiveness and general safety significance of the

significant EQ violations.

The panel also describes the process whereby the enforcement action in this proceeding

began and ultimately resulted in the NRC Staff imposing a civil penalty of $450,000 against

APCo. Their testimony includes an explanation of how the civil penalty was determined, and

the role of the NRC EQ Enforcement Review Panel in reviewing all civil penalty EQ violation
!

cases to ensure uniform application among the NRC Regions.

Argmnent: 10 C.F.R. { 50.49, as to violations of the requirements therein, does not require

the evaluation of equipment operability or the consequence of the failure of an individual piece

of equipment on a associated system as an element for estal''Wng the violation and the
r

| Modified Enforcement Policy, as to the assessment of a civil pena'ty for violations of 10 C.F.R.

& 50.49, prohibits the NRC from considering such arguments. Thus, the issue of safety

|
o

I'

I
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significance or operability for an individual piece of equipment or system found in violation of

the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49 is irrelevant to an enforcement action for the violation.

For this reason, evidence regarding the safety significance or operability of individual items of

electrical equipment is not of consequence to the determination of whether the violations

occurred nor whether the Order imposing the civil monetary penalty should be sustained.

During NRC inspections conducted at the Farley Nuclear Plant on September 14-18,

1987, November 2-6,1987, and November 16-20, 1987, to review APCo's program for the

environmental qualification of electrical equipment, the NRC Staff made findings that resulted

in an enforcement action for violations of 10 C.F.R. i 50.49. Following the enforcement policy

guidance approved by the Commission, the NRC Staff determined that the violations occurred,

that the aggregate of the violations affected many systems and many components, and that

escalation of the civil penalty indicated by the Modified Enforcement Policy was appropriate.

Thereafter, the NRC Staff issued a Notice of Violation and proposed a 5450,000 civil penalty

for the violations. After consideration of APCo's response to the Notice, the NRC Staff

imposed the civil penalty by Order. For these reasons, the Order imposing the civil monetary

penalty is lawful and should be sustained.

II. TESTIMONY OF THE NRC STAFF WITNESSES AS TO EACH VIOL.ATION

. A. Overview

Seven panels of NRC witnesses, as more fully described infra, testify concerning APCo's

faGure to meet the applicable requirements in 10 C.F.R. { 50.49, as described in the August 15,

i

j 1988 Notice of Violation, which the NRC Staff contends occurred. The panels present

_. . . - - - . - . - _ _
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testimony conecrning what systems were affected by the violations and why APCo clearly should

have known of the violations as of the EQ compliance deadline of November 30,1985.

B. Panel Testimony

1. V Type Tape Splj.qcs

NRC Staff testimony: The NRC Staff presents a panel of witnesses, consisting of James G.

Luchman, Norman Merriweather, Charles J. Paulk, Jr., Paul C. Shemanski and Harold Walker,

concerning the August 15,1988 NOV Violation I. A.I. The panel's pre filed written testimony

and a statement of their educational and professional qualifications were se.ved on the Board and

APCo on December 20,1991. Messrs. hierriweather and Paulk are the Staff's lead witnesses,
,

Mr. Merriweather testifies as to the reason for the September 1987 inspection, i.e., that

it was a " reactive" inspection, based on APCo's report that it had identified deficiencies with

the qualification of V-type tape splices in solenoid valve circuits, Limitorque valve operators,

and containment fan motors. Mr. Merriweather was assigned to be inspection team leader,

leading a team which inchided Mr. Paulk, on an NRC inspection to follow up on the splice

problems.

Messrs. Merriweather and Paulk testify as to the conduct of the inspection by the NRC

Staff. They testify that they discovered, based on interviews with electricians, foremen, and
..

craft training instructors, that the craft would routlely install V-type tape splices on EQ

equipment.' They also reviewed documentation, such as procurement records for tape,

installation details for splices and terminations, and maintenance records. The team concluded

that, unlike the qualified splices documented in the Okonite Test Report (NQRN-3), the taped

. - . _ - _ _ . _ _ _ - - - - - - - . . . - . . .-- . _ - . -- -
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splices at Parley were not in line type splices nor did the craft always use Okonite T 95 and No.

35 tapes inside containment. Messrs. Merriweather and Paulk further testify that they had

discussions with a Bechtel representative and disagreed concerning testing of the splices.

Messrs. Merriwcather and Paul'I believed that splice configuration was imponant in establishing

qualification of the splices, and that the installed configuration of the splices at Farley was

different from the EQ documentation.

Mr. Paulk testifies that he prepared the pri of the NRC Inspection Report Nos,

50-348/87-25 and 50-364/87-25 which summarized the team's findings on the V-type tape

splices. In the Report he concluded that there was not sufficient documentation to establish

qualification of the instal:ed splices. He found that the unqualified configuration was a type

V-stub connection splice using T-95 tape for insulation and No. 35 tape for jacket material, and

that this configuration was not covered by design drawings or engineering instructions and had

not been environmentally tested for dedgn basis accidents. He determined that the root cause

of the unqualified configurations was due to incomplete design drawings /:ngineering work

instructions, and to misinterpretation of electrical notes and details by the craft.

With regard to the splices not being identified on the Parley EQ Master List, the panel

testifies that splices do not have to be separately listed. However, Mr. Merriweather testines

that splices / terminations which are not separately listed should be accounted for as part of the
,

qualification file for the end device. At Farley the splices were neither listed on the EQ Master

List nor accounted for in the EQ file for the appropriate piece of electrical equipment.

The Staff's findings, reflected in the testimony, establish that APCo did-not have

documentation in its EQ files to support the qualineation of the V-type tape splices as installed

-- . . . . ._. _ _. . _ .
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at Farley, and thus demonpre: a violation of 10 C.F.R. I 50.49.

hir. hieniweather further testinct that the information he had concerning the Wyle test

report cited by APCo in its response to the Staff's Notice of Violation showed the report did not

qualify the V type splices for use in instrumentation circuits. hiessrs, hierriweather and Walker

testify hat the testing haJ not been conducted prior to the end of the September inspection,

Thus, for enforcement purposes, the Staff determined that APCo had not demonstrated<

qualification of the splices, and did not review the repon in question, hir. Walker also testines

that he subsequently reviewed the :.ame report (for another plant), and it did not contain ;

sufficient information to c'emonstrate quali0 cation for the Farley application.

The panel testifies that the responsibility for ensuring EQ equipment is properly installed
1

is a function of the EQ program, and a failure to install equipment in the as-tited con 0guration

is a violation of 10 C.F.R. 6 $0,49,

hir Luchman testines why APCo clearly should have known that the V type tape splices

were not environrnentally qualined. He testi0es tiiat the Okonite splice documentation only

,

addressed shielded power cables, which should have alerted APCo to the need for more specific
t

Jormation. A PCo secords did not show % kind of splice installed in a p, rticular location, nor

did APCo's cuality control procedures assure that the installations were according to drawings

for environmentally quali0ed splices. NUREG-0588 refers to the necessity of addressing<

equipment interfaces, and NRC Circulars provided information on qual'0 cation problems other.

licensees had with cable splices.4-

. _ _ _ __.-._ _._ _ _ _. _ _. - . . . - _ _ . _ _ . _ - _ ..___ .__ - _
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Argument: The NRC Staff contenus that, at the time of the September 1987 inspection, APCo

had not documented qualification of V-type electrical tape splices i.nstallnl on numerous safety.

relted electrical components, including solenoid and motor operated valves. The tape splices;

were installed in various configurations and material compositions which were not documented

as environmentally qualified, and the various configurations had not been previously tested or

demonstrated to be similar to an appropriately tested configuration, in addition, the NRC Staff

contends that the tape splices were not installed in accordance with approved electrical designi

details or notes for splices or terminatinns, and that the splices were not accounted for on tt.e

EQ hiaster List of electrical equipment required to be qualified under 10 C.F.R. ! $0.49. The

NRC Staff further contends that this violation of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49 existed as of Novunber 30,

1985, that APCo clearly should have known of the violation which affected many components,

and that the violation was sufficiently significant under the biodified Enforcement Policy to merit

a civil penalty.

I

2. 5-To-1 Splitu

NRC Staff _ testimony: The NRC Stdf presents a panel of witnesses, consisting of James G. 4

Luchman, Notrean hierriweather, Charles J. Paulk, Jr., Paul C. Shemanski and liarold Walker,

concerning the August 15,1988 NOV Violation I, A.2. The panel's pre-filed written tes'imony

and a statement of their educational and professional qualifications were served on the Iklard and

APCo on December 20,1991. hiessrs. hierriweather and Pa.nx are the Staff's lead witnesses.

hir, hierriweather testifies that, during the exit meeting for the September 1987 '

inspection, the NRC insirction team was informed a 5 to-1 cable splice / termination was installed

.

v-- , - s,w----en- ,s+-,-,e.,.--.n,-, um,wn, . ,. w-.+n,- ,ecs. - e n .c ww .v, ww -.r - m m, +- .w,,w-. w-n _ _ _-m,.,-,,w-,-+r ,.-r-----w.-., , ,
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| on the hydrogen recombiners. Subsequently, the Justi0 cation for Continued Operation (JCO)

for the recombiners was determined to be inadequate hir. Paulk was assigned to walkdown the

recombiners during the November 1987 ins;wetion,

hir. Paulk testines that he reviewed the hydrogen recombiner EQ Ole during the

September 1987 'spection. lie verified the actual splice configuration during the Normber

1987 walkdown. Ilased on his review, hir. Paulk made the finding, as set 9ut in inspection

Report Nos. 50-348/87 30 and 50 364/87 30, that APCo did not have adequate documentation

in the EQ Oles to demonstrate that the in line 5101 field to pigtail tape splice would perform

its intended function during a design basis accident, hir Paulk further testifies that he prepared

the violation for the NOV, re lewed APCo's response, and prepared the Staff's evaluation for

the August 21,1990 Order, lie determined that the Westinghouse installation instructions for

the hydrogen recombiners state that 'he purchaser is to use its own installation procedures to

install qualified splices on the pigtail connections. Since the type of splice used by

Westinghouse was not specifically described, it was APCo' responsibility to provide EQ

documentation of the actual splice.

The Staff's Ondings, renected in the testimony, establish that APCo did not have
'

documentation in its EQ files to support the quali0 cation of the 5-to-1 tape splices as installed

at Farley, and thus demonstrate a violation of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49.
.

hir. Luchman testines *vhy APCo clearly sheuld have known that the 5 to-1 splices were

not environmental., quallned. The primary reason is that the vendor, Westinghouse, provided

EQ documentation for the hydrogen recombiners without identifying the splice / termination used

in the test. The installation instructions referred to a quali0ed, but unidentified splice. Since-

__-__ ___ __ _..-._---.__ _ ._-___ _.__ . _ _ _ . __ _
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the EQ files only addressed a one to-one splice APCo clearly should have known it did not have

EQ documentation for the 5 to-1 splices.

IAIgspm. He NRC Staff contends that, at the time of the September and November 1987

inspections, APCo had not documented quali0 cation of the 5 to 1 electrical tape splices installed

on the hydrogen recombiners. The vendar EQ documentation did not identify the

splice / termination used in the test, and the installation instructions specified that there be a

= qualified splice. APCo installed the recomidners using 5 to+1 splices, but the EQ file only had
!

qualineation documentation for one to one splices. The NRC Staff further contends that this

violation of 10 C.F.R. 5 50.49 existed as of November 30,1985, that APCo clearly should have

known of the violation which affected many components, and that the violation was suf0ciently

signincant under the hiodined Enforcement Policy to merit a' civil penalty.
.

3. ChicoA/Raychem Scab

NBCltaff testimony: The NRC Staff presents a panel of witnesses, consisting of Richard C. -

Wilson and James G. Luehman, concerning the August 15, 1988 NOV Violation I.B.2. The

panel's pre-filed written testimony and a statement of their educational and professional

qualifications were served on the Board and APCo on December 20,1991. hir. Wilson is the

NRC Staff's lead witness, hir. Wilson describes his participation in the November 1987-

inspection at the Parley Nuclear Plant and the qutilfication files for the ChicoA/Raychem seals

he reviewed, hir. Wilson describes what the NRC Staff contends w deficient in APCo's

attempted use of the various documents in the file to qualify the ChicoA/Raychem seals. In

,. - - . . . . - . . - . - . . - - - . - - . - _ - - _ . - . _ - . - - . - . . -
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summary, the NRC Staff contends that (a) the assembly and installation of plant and test

specimens were under so little control that similarity of and ability to reproduce hardware from

one slucimen to another could not be estialished with confidence, (b) the overall design was ;

never tested with a limit switch or other means of measuring the seal's success in the test, (c) j

the only test of the complete design also lacked steam, chemical spray, and moisture, dL' not

simulate the initial thermal shock of a LOCA (loss of coolant accident), and did not simulate the
.

plant requirement for 30-day post LOCA exposure (to residual moisture and chemicals), (d)

specimen failures, anomalics, and differences in test conditions or specimen designs in reports-

cf tests performed by others were not taken into account by APCo, although APCo took credit,

'

for those test reports, and (e) APCo's attempts to use tests of different designs under different

conditions did not address those differences, but claimed credit for any favorable bits and pieces

of support that could be found in the reports. In short, the documents provided by APCo failed

to document qualineation of the seals and a review of additional material provided by APCo

after the inspection also failed to demonstrate qualification.

The panel testifies that the ChicoA/Raychem seals were required to be qualified in that

the seals were subcomponents oflimit switches, which were required by 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49(b)

to be qualified, and the quali0 cation of the seals was necessary to support qualification of the
|

|- limit switches.

I
Mr. Wilson describes why APCo clearly should have-known of the quali0 cation

deficiencies in that: (a) The licensee had no vendor. supplied documentation that demonstrated

that the seals were qualified. (b) The licensee has never provided any receiving or field ;

verification inspection records that determine that the con 0guration of the installed cauipment

|

|
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,

; matched the connguration of the equipment that was quali0 cation tested by the licensee and its j

architect engineer, (c) The licensee had prior written notice that equipment qual 10 cation !

i deficiencies might exist in that Raychem supplied documentation showed test failures for a

j somewhat similar configuration. (d) Almost all other licensees identified similar problems and

corrected them before the November 30,1985 deadline so that by the deadline, the use of Conax
t

and other qualified cable entrance seals was commonplace in the industry. '

Mr. Wilson ',o offers testimony that shows that the denciencies existed prior to the-

November 30,1985 EQ deadline and that ChicoA/Raychem seals were used in at least 47 safety

related applications inside containment at the Parley Units 1 and 2. ;;

,

The panel also testines that the violation was suf0ciently signincant to merit a civil
;

; penalty in that sufficient data did not exist and was not developed during the inspection to qualify ;

the seals.
,

,

Argument: The NRC Staff contends that, at the time of the inspection, the available Ole of

i qualineation documentation for ChicoA/Raychem seals, which were used for limit switch and

solenoid valve cable entrance seals at Farley, was incomplete and that test data and supporting
' ,

L analysis provided by the licensee were insufficient to demonstrate qualification of the seals.

Specineally, the testing performed and referenced did not simulate LOCA sttess on the installed

seals,'and the analyses did not address variations in the connguration of installed and tested .

seals. The NRC Staff fuither contends that this violation of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49 existed as of

November 30,1985, that APCo clearly should have known of the violation which affected many

components, and that the violation was suf0ciently significant under the Modine<t Enforcement

u .. _ .... _ _ _ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , . _ _ .._ _ _. _ .._,_ -_
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,

Policy to merit a civil penalty. ;

!,

4. Ittminal Illoch

NRC_SlafDestimony: The NRC Staff prescats a panel of witriesses consisting of Mark J. :.

Jacobus, Norman Merriweather, James G. Luchman, and Paul C. Shemanski, concerning the

August 15,1988 NOV Violation I.B.l. The panel's pre filed written testimony and a statement
i

of their educational and professional quali0 cations were served on the Board and APCo on

December 20,1991. Dr. Jacobus is the NRC Staff's lead witness. Dr. Jacobus describes his

participation in the November 1987 inspection at the Farley Nuclear Plant and the qualification

'
documents for the terminal blocks he reviewed. Dr. Jacobus testifies that no file was ever

produced for the GE terminal blocks and that the file presented for the States terminal blocks

qualified the blocks for control circuit and not instrumentation circuit applications. For
+

instrumentation circuit applications with either GE or States blocks, Dr. Jacobus testifies that

APCo cited insulation resistance values from Conax report IPS-307 which was a test of

Connectron terminal blocks. Dr. Jacobus further testifies that use of the Conax test report to

establish the insulation resistance of the GE and States terminal blocks was not adequate for two

reasons. First, the similarity analysis between the GE and States blocks and the tested .

Connectron blocks was not adequate, in part because the design of the blocks was significantly

difierent. Second, the data that was taken from the Conax report was taken at temperatures of

150'F or less. The temperature profile for quali.ication of these terminal blocks at Farley

required APCo to use data at considerably higher temperatures. Although data was taken at
,

| . higher temperatures during the Conax test, that data was not included in the test report, The

L

|-
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Conax test _ report explained that the data was invalid for analysis due to instrumentation

difficulties. Thus, even if the similarity analysis were considered acceptable, the Conax test
i

| report did not contain the data that was necessary to qualify the terminal blocks for their
'

.

application at Farley.

The panel testifies as to the requirements for qualifying the terminal blocks. The

terminal blocks, as items of electrical equipment important to safety, are, by the provisions of

10 C.F.R. i 50,49(f) required to be qualified by testing of, or experienee with, identical or

similar equipment, and that such qualification shall include a supporting analysis to show that
i

the equipment to be qualified is acceptable.
t

Dr. Jacobus testifies that ApCo should have been aware of the qualification deficiencies
,

because of IE Information Notice 84-47, " Environmental Qualification Tests of Electrical

Terminal Illocks" (June 15,1984) which clearly delineated the concerns with leakage currents.
,

Dr. Jacobus also testifies that for instrumentation circuit applications of the States and GE
,

8terminal blocks, APCo, daring the inspection, offered analysis using the nsulation rcsistance

values from a test of Connectror: terminal blocks (CONAX Report IPS 307), thereby indicating

APCo's awareness of the concern with leakage currents. - Additionally, Dr. Jacobua testifies that

APCo had documentation in its purchasing files that, with proper evaluation, would have
,

indicated the insulation resistance problem. Mr. Shemanski testifies that the leakage current
,

concern with terminal bloeks used in instrumentation circuits in containment was a high visibility

issue within the nuclear industry.

The panel testifies that the deficiencies existed prior to the November 30,1985 EQ

deadline and that the terminal bhicks in question were used inside containment in many-

P

,

'
_
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instrumentation circuits that provide indication of plant conditions for among other things the, ,

i

safe shutdown of the reactor after a design basis event and that the terminal blocks were used

in 4 20 milliampere (mA) circuits which are most vulnerable to the adverse effects of terminal

bbek leakage currents.

The panel also testines that the violation was sufficiently signincant 'o merit a civil .

.

penalty in that APCo had to do signincant analysis to attempt to assess the qual 10 cation status |

of the terminal blocks and that sufficient data did not exist and was not developed during the ,

inspection to qualify the terminal blocks for their application. The panel discusses in detail the

technice] inadequacies the NRC Staff found in the documentation relied on by APCo, both !

'

during and after the inspection, to attempt to qualify the terminal bkicks.

.

Argument: The NRC Staff contends that APCO failed to have documentation in its Oles-

demenstrating that States terminal blocks (Model Nos. NT and ZWhi) would maintain
i

acceptable instrument accuracy during design basis accidents and that APCO did not have

adequate documentation to demonstrate General Electric (Model No. CR151) terminal bhicks

would maintain acceptable instrument accuracy in that a quali0 cation file for the General Electric*

i

terminal blocks did not exist. The NRC Staff further contends that this violation of 10 C.F.R.

E 50.49 existed as of November 30,1985, that APCo clearly should have known of the violation

which affected instrumentation circuits in the 4 20 mA range, and that the violation was

"

r.ufficiently significant under the Modified Enforcement Policy to merit a civil penalty,
,

i

a
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5. Limitergutoxrators

NRC_Slaff testimony: The NRC Staff presents a panel of witnesses consisting of William Levis,

Norman hierriwcather, and James G. Luchman concerning the August 15,1988 NOV Violation

I.C.l. The panel's pre filed written testimony and a statement of their educational and

professional qualifications were served on the Iksard and APCo on December 20,1991.

hir. Levis is the NRC Staff's lead witness, hir. levis describes his participation in the

November 1967 inspection at the Parley Nuclear Plant and the qualineation documents for the

Limitorque valve operators he reviewed. hir. levis testines that the documentation did not

support quali0cction of the Limitorque valve operators as installed at Farley in that T drains

were .not installed and unidentined terminal blocks were used for power leads, hir. levis

testifies that APCo had two qualification reports to support qualification of the valve operators,,

One report documented a 7 day test of an operator with no T-drain installed. The other report

; documented a 30 day test of an operator with a T dridn installed. hir, lxvis testines that APCo

offered an evaluation during the inspection that combined the results of the two tests to support

'

qualineation of the valve operators for the 30 day post accident operating time and that he

rejected this evaluation primarily because the test without the T-drains was only of 7 days

duration instead of the required 30 days.

hir, levis also testines that a review of walkdown check sheets indicated that terminal

blocks of a ditferent manufacturer than that specined in the quali0 cation documentation had been

used as power leads in the Limitorque valve operators installed at I arley.

The panel testifies as to the requirements for qualifying the Limitorque valve operators.

The valve operators, as items of electrical equipment important to safety, are, by the provisions
|
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of 10 C.F.R. ( 50.49(f) required to be qualined by testing of, or experience with, identical or :

similar equipment, and that such qualification shall include a supporting analysis to show that

the equipment to be qualined is acceptable. 10 C.F.R. I 50.49(k) provides that a record of the

quali0 cation of the electric equipment shall be maintained in an auditable form to permit i

verincation that the required equipment is qualified and that the equipment meets the specified
,

,

performance specifications under postulated environmental conditions. Plant equipment must
,

be identical in design and material construction to the test specimen and deviations must be

evaluated as part of the qualification documentation.

Mr. Merriwerther testines that APCo should have been aware of the requirement for |
t

T-drains in that one of the vendor test reports used by APCo to support quali0 cation of the

equipment requires that T-drains be installed to accommodate the extreme temperatures and

pressures of a design basis event environment. - Mr. I.evis further testifies that Information

Notice 83 72 provided information to licensees concerning the adequacy of terminal blocks

supplied in l_imitorque valve operators. This information should have made APCo aware of the

deficiencies the NRC Staffidentified. The panel testi0cs that the denciencies existed as of the
,

'

November 30, 1985 EQ deadline and that several systems were affected by the unqualified

Limitorque valve operators.

The panel also testines that the violation was sufficiently signincant to merit a civil a

penalty in that suf0cient data did not exist and was not developed during the inspection to qualify
~

i

i

| '

the Limitorque valve operators and that the valve operators were not quali0able for their

application based on other information available to the inspector. The panel discusses in detail

the technical inadequacies the NRC Staff found in the documentation relied on by APCo, both

|

|. _ . _ _ _ _ . _ , ~ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ . _ , , , _
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during and after the inspection, to attempt to qualify the Limitorque valve operators.
,

AIgtiment: The NRC Staff contends that the Limitorque valve operators at the Farley facility

were not identleal in design or material construction to the qual 10 cation test specimen and that

deviations were not adequately evaluated. The NRC Staff further contends that this violation

of 10 C.F.R. 6 $0.49 existed as of November 30,1985, that APCo clearly should have known

of the violation which affected several systems, and that the violation was suf0ciently significant

under the Modified Enforcement Policy to merit a civil penalty.'

6. flems level Transmitters ,

NRC_ Staff testimony: The NRC Staff presents a panel of witnesses consisting of William levis,

Charles Paulk, and James G. Luchman concerning the August 15,1983 NOV Violation 1.C.3.
t-

The panel's pre-Gled written testimony and a statement of their educational and professional

qualineations were served on the Board and APCo on December 20,1991. Messrs. levis and

Paulk are the NRC Staff's lead witnesses. They describe their participation in the November

1987 inspection at the Parley Nuclear Plant and the quali0 cation documents for the GEMS level

transmitters they reviewed. They testify that APCo maintained in its EQ files appropriate

vendor supplied documentation (FIRL Test Report No. F C3834, Final Report dated March

.

"The EQ requirements and the nature of the violations are ste.ted in the August 15, 1988
NOV, pages 2 and 3, under the heading " Violations Assessed A Civil Penalty" (Violation 1.C.1).
The Staff has decided not to pursue mixed grease and a limit switch with an aluminum housing
as examples in support of the violation as part of the basis for the August 21,1990 Order

| Imposing a Civil "enalty. See n.6 supra.

. - - , - . .- , . - - - - - . - . - . . _ . . - _ _ - - - - . - . . _ . _ . - - _ - _ . .
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1974) to qualify glims level tansmitters installed in accordance with glims Janallation -

provisions (G11MS@clavel Drawing No. IS36497). They also testify, however, that there was

no appropriate documentation to support installation of four of the transiritters that die) not have

the appropriate level of silicone Duld. They further testify that an adequate icvel of silicone oil

is required because the lead wires, tern inal blocks and resistors inside the transmitters m!ght

otherwise be adversely affected by aging and thermal effects. Mr. lxvis describes why APCo

should have known of the quali0 cation deficiency in that the quali0 cation file maintained by

APCo required that silicone oil be installed in the transmitter housing.

The panel also testines that the v!olation wa:, unf0ciently sign 10 cant to merit a civil

penalty in that suf0cient data did not exist and was not developed during the inspection to qualify

the level ransmitters with reduced oil levels and that the affected transmitters were not

qualifiable for their application based on other informhtion available to the inspector.

Argumtid: The NRC Staff contends that APCo did not have documentation that demonstrated .

the qualification of four of the GEMS level tranrmitters in that the required silicone oil in the

housing of two of the transmitters was approximately one inch low and was missing altogether

in two other transmitters. The NRC Staff further contends that APCo clearly should have

known of this violation of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.49 which affected four components, and that the

violation was suf0ciently signincant under t e Modified Enforcement Policy to merit a civil

Ignalty.

4
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7. bemium RH Grease

NRC Staff testimonv: The NRC Staff presents a panel of witnesses consisting of James G. ,

1

Luehman and Charles Jasper Paulk, Jr., regarding the violations involving containment fan |

motors and room coolers outside containment lubricated with Premium RB grease (Violation

I.C 4). The panel's pre-filed written testimony and a statement of their educational and

professional quali0 cations were served on the Board and APCo on December 20, 1991.

Mr. Paulk is the NRC Staff's lead witness. Mr. Paulk describes his participation in the

September 1987 inspection at the Parley Nuclear Plant and his review of the documentation in

the environmental qualineation files for the containment fan motors and outside containment'

room coolers. I oth Mr. Paulk und Mr. Luchman describe what the NRC Staff alleges was

dc0cient in the documentation APCo maintained in its Gles to qualify the containment fan motors

and outside containment room coolers.

The panel testifies that the containment fan motors and motors on the outside containment

room coolers were on APCo's Master List of equipment that is required to be qualified in

accordance with 10 C.F.R. 5 50.49 because they could be subject to a harsh environment after

an accident they are required to mitigate, in short, the NRC Staff alleges that 1) the vendor's

test report documented that the motors were tested for environmental qualification with one

particular grease (Chevron SRI-2 grease), 2) the vendor's test report gave instructions for

replacing the grease to maintain qual 10 cation, and 3) the licensee replaced the grease in the

motors with Premium RB grease without documenting analysis to show that the motors were

acceptable iflubricated with Premium RB grease instead of Chevron SRI 2 grease or that it had

followed the test report's instructions for replacing grease.

. - . . - . . _ . _ - - - . _ . - - _ - _ . - . - , _ . - - . -
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hir. Paulk and hir. Luehman describe that APCo clearly should have known of th

qualification de6ciencies because APCo clearly should have known of the requirements of

10 C.F.R. i 50.49, the provisions of the DOR guidelines (issued in 1980), and the instructions

in the vendor's manual which APCo had in its quali6 cation files. Speci0cally, APCo clearly

should have known that 1) 10 C.F.R. I 50.49 explicitly requires that equipment installea in the

plant be identical or similar to that tested and, if similar, a supporting analysis demonstrate that

the equipment is acceptable; 2) the DOR guidelines state that test specimens should be of

identical design and material construction as the installed equipment; and 3) the vendor's manual

identined the grease used in the qualification test and provided explicit instructions for changing

greases in order to maintain qualification,

hir. Paulk testifies that the containment fans and outside containment room coolers are

the components for which quali6 cation was not established.

The panel also testifies that the violation was suf6ciently signi6 cant under the blodined

Enforcement Policy to merit a civil penalty APCo provided no documented basis for concluding

that the motors were qualified at the time of the inspection.

,

| Argument: The NRC Staff contends that 10 C.F.R. i 50.49 required APCo to test or analyze

the containment fan motors and outside containment room coolers under conditions existing

during and following-design basis accidents to ensure that those components satisfy their

performance specifications under those conditions. In addition, the NRC Staff contends that

10 C.F.R. 6 50.49 required APCo to maintain a record of the required qualification testing and

analysis. The NRC Staff contends that APCO, at the time of the inspection, failed to document

. - . . - . . ~ . - - - - - - - . - - - _ - - . . - - - . - - . - - , , . - . . - . - - . _ - . - -
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data or analysis qualifying the containment fan motors and outside containtnent room coolets

installed at the Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant in that these components were lubricated with

Pretnium RB grease, a grease other than that specified in the test report documenting their
i

quali0 cation. The NRC Staff further contends that APCo clearly should have known of the

deficiencies in the qualification file because (1) 10 C.F.R. 6 $0.49 and the DOR guidelines

clearly require that tested components be identical in material construction to installed
,

components or that analysis demonstrating similarity be documented and (2) the vendor's

qualification test report specincally identined the grease used in the tested specimen and

instructions for using a different grease. Finally, the NRC Staff contends that the violation was

suff:lently significant under the Modified Enforcement Policy to warrant a civil penalty.

CONCLU.SLON

On the basis of the evidence presented, the NRC Staff asks the Board to determine that

the NRC Staff has established a primefacle case that APCo was in violation of 10 C.F.R.

,

i

,
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>

6 50,49 and that the violations sustain the NRC Staff's im;osition of a civil monetary lenalty

against APCo in tbc amount of $450,000.00. >

Respectfully submitted,

*6kA Q
'

Itichard O. Itachm' ann
Eugene Holler
Robert M. Weisman

Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this 31st day of January,1992
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